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Neutrinos Have Mass
Neutrinos are emitted by stars and travel through the
universe at near the speed of light. They penetrate us and
everything else by the trillions per square inch every second,
without being slowed down. The Human Design System is
based on the premise that they have mass and therefore
change and are changed by the bodies they penetrate. The
Neutrino stream, altered by the planets, is the ongoing
conditioning program, the basis for what is calculated and
displayed in the various Rave charts.
So far, this has been an assumption, confirmed only by
individual experience of the truth of Human Design, but not by
science. A few research projects to measure neutrinos have
been in progress. Recently, an international consortium of 120
scientists announced that neutrinos are indeed different after
passing through a planet (using Earth as the test object).
Leaving, they “oscillate,” entering, they don't, proof that they
get changed, and therefore, have mass.

Neutrinos Through Windows 1.6
The Neutrinos Through Windows computer program is now
available again for participants of the Basic training. The
update has been streamlined and options that produced
questionable results are removed or corrected. It now also
prints symbols to indicate lines fixed by planets.
When you make Rave calculations, it is necessary to own
and know how to use the ACS Atlases (to look up the time
zones for the birth location), either in the form of books (two
heavy volumes) or as a PC program.

Special until June 25: Save $25
Neutrinos Through Windows + ACS PC Atlas

$450

Neutrinos through Windows 1.6
$300
Neutrinos Through Windows Upgrade from 1.1 or 1.5 $25
ACS PC Atlas
ACS Atlas (2 books)

$175
$70
Prices include shipping. NM residents add 6.3% tax.
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On Emotional Authority
Excerpt from the new audio tape set Ra Uru Hu: Authority

When you look at composites of two people together, you'll
discover that the vast majority of all partnerships are emotional.
Now think about the chaos and pain that we have in our
relationships. The moment that we come together in any
bonding, most of us automatically become emotional. Therefore,
the authority for almost every relationship on Earth is Solar
Plexus authority. When you're together with your lover, you have
Solar Plexus authority that's almost for certain guiding your
relationship. There are exceptions, obviously. But the vast
majority are emotional. In other words, it's not simply a matter of
the emotional people walking around, but the recognition that
working in an office, working with others, having your lover in
your life, the chances are, that you're always dealing on some
level or another with the power of the Solar Plexus system to
define decision-making in your life.
So when you're dealing with the Solar Plexus in a relationship,
you have to see what that's saying about our relationships to
each other: It takes time to find love. It's always going to take
time. It's so important to recognize that. Very few relationships
are ever going to be Splenic, that the love exists in the now or
not. Almost all relationships are going to end up in the
emotional field.
Whether you have Solar Plexus definition or not, you have to
recognize what it means to wait. When you have a relationship
with somebody, you have to see that you cannot jump, that you
have to have enough time to find clarity in your relationship
because otherwise it will not work. And the joke is, for the vast
majority of relationships, there is no truth in the now. We have
all kinds of relationships that are rooted in insecurity, because
there is no truth in the now and no recognition that why you're
with somebody, is so that you can share your knowing of each
other. The depth of that knowing comes through the beauty of
what the emotional system is about. It brings depth into our lives.
When you wait, you get to see the things you feel and care
about in a unique clarity because you get the perspective over
time.
The fact is, the Solar Plexus system is the ultimate authority in
a Design, and it's also the ultimate authority on the planet.
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July 29–30

Jackson, WY

Basic training

Zeno

the basic mechanics

$320

Sep 5–6

Kansas City, MO

Basic training

Chetan

the basic mechanics

$320

Sep 12–13

Ashland, OR

Basic training

Chetan

the basic mechanics

$320

Sep 19–20

Las Vegas, NV

Basic training

Chetan

the basic mechanics

$320

Sep 26–27

San Francisco, CA Basic training

Chetan

the basic mechanics

$320

Sep 29

Taos, NM

new

The Centers

Ra

an introduction to the centers

$50

Sep 30–Oct 11 Taos, NM

The 384 lines

Ra

11-day intensive

$1650

Spring 99

Analyst education

Ra

skills in HD analysis

Taos, NM

Footnotes

prerequisite Basic training, Advanced training
recommended
2
prerequisite Basic and Advanced trainings
3
licensed Human Design analysts only
• No recording permitted.
• Add 6.3% NM tax to Taos trainings.

Discounts

5% discount for full payment received three weeks
before course start.

1

Correspondence

BASIC TRAINING

ADVANCED TRAINING

footnote

1

3

3 audio
cassettes,
3hrs 50min.
$45*
See the inherent
authority in a
Rave, the place
of the reliable
“yes” and “no.”

$350
$400

Both Basic and Advanced trainings are available in
convenient correspondence versions. Students are
provided with a wealth of printed and recorded study
materials. You can work at your own pace, using
worksheets and reviews.

Advanced
material. Basic
training is
assumed.

505 758-2909

* +shipping $4.50

NM residents add 6.3% tax
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Special Taos Event
The Centers tape set recording was a not as good as it could
be, but since it is such a valuable introduction tape set for
newcomers and students alike, we've been offering it as a good
beginning for understanding the dynamics of a Rave chart.
Upon the request for another chance to re-record this lecture,
Ra agreed to give it again. It will be in Taos on September 29
at 7:00pm. The price for the evening is $50. Participants of the
384-Lines class may attend this evening free of charge.
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Another Audio Tape Set
The Authority in the Rave is the topic for the latest
educational tape set. (See the transcribed excerpt in this
newsletter.) Ra details how to see the authority in a person's
Design and how it works. The material is rated “Advanced,”
meaning that the class presupposes familiarity with Human
Design and at least the equivalent of Basic training information.

